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markets users. Contrastingly, some firms have 
reaped the benefits and invested in sophisticated 
capital markets CRM technology to increase their 
collaborative efforts and improve workflows. Such 
firms receive better votes and move up the 
league tables. 

Capital markets workflows are notoriously 
overwhelming with dozens of applications across 
multiple screens all throwing data at users.

Relationships are critical, and the sophistication 
of transactions requires retaining institutional 

The daily life of a capital markets professional 
is notably different from other B2B and B2C 
businesses that rely on traditional CRM workflows 
and concepts. 

On the desk, it is not uncommon to work shoulder 
to shoulder with colleagues who still choose to 
rely on their spreadsheets, pen and paper, and 
other outdated methods to plan and manage client 
relationships. It is because traditional standard 
CRM workflows do not meet the acid test of capital 

Whitepaper: Capital markets CRM vs. standard CRM
Three key differences & benefits for research organizations
Capital markets firms today need to do more with fewer resources, which is in part because of the changing 
dynamic between the buy side and sell side. These firms are turning to digital transformation, realizing in this 
regulatory landscape that it’s the best way to transform their business while saving time and money.  

Efficiency is critical, and customer relationship management (CRM) software provides the connective platform 
to drive results in an increasingly challenging market for banks and brokerage firms. But, is the success criteria 
of a purpose-built, capital markets CRM solution the same as that of a standard CRM? 

How do firms create a future proof platform that maximizes value? They can choose a CRM system and 
customize it, or they can start with an extensible and tailored capital markets CRM product that facilitates 
workflows across the firm – including research, sales, trading, investment banking, and more.  

In this whitepaper, we evaluate three key differentiators between a standard CRM and capital markets tailored 
CRM. We assess the benefits, including the workflows, coverage, and security that firms need to increase 
operational efficiencies, improve service delivery, maximize profit, and ultimately achieve higher user adoption.

1. An industry-specific CRM with capital markets workflows

Research reports, price data, IOIs, 
news, SEC filings, client requests 
via email and chat – with all these 
applications, how does one know 
where to focus their attention, and 
who to call about what and when?
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Controlling access to 
information that optimize 
user workflows. 
CRMs tailored for capital markets should 
help professionals manage their data 
with smart searches to uncover high 
ROI opportunities. Solve the ubiquitous 
capital markets data overload problem 
with filtering capabilities to organize 
tasks and improve day-to-day workflows. 
Separate private line-of-business 
transactional data from the public 
account and contact data and implement 
a 360-degree view for management.

Providing tools that include 
Mobile and Outlook access.
Facilitate how teams work today. Access 
and create client information from 
within the tools and devices used most 
including an increasing need for simple, 
fast tools away from the office.

memory, sharing information and collaborating. 
Translating data into ideas that lead to executed 
transactions at market speed requires data to be 
virtualized to create a single pane of glass as if it were 
all in a centralized location, even if it isn’t. 

A capital markets-tailored CRM solution is different 
from a traditional CRM because it solves pervasive 
markets problems by:

Aggregating information from 
multiple systems. 
Coverage teams can determine the next 
best call and collaborate in real-time, so the 
firm acts in a coordinated way with its 
clients, naturally increasing ROI and ensuring 
no missed transaction opportunities.

engagement such firms provide to their clients, 
segmented by product, teams and regions.

The concepts of account, contact and team 
coverage, as well as backup coverage are unique 
to capital markets. Coverage also facilitates the 
sharing of real-time client information in a secure 
capacity to the coverage team members who 
should have access to this data.

Capital markets CRMs have workflows, 
collaboration and security features that reflect how 
the industry covers its clients.

Standard CRMs are designed to meet the needs 
of traditional businesses and therefore offer 
comparatively simple territory and team coverage 
concepts. In capital markets, there is a many-to-
one coverage model that reflects the continuous 

2. A complex capital markets coverage model, made simple 
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Armed with this real-time information, coverage teams have significantly more 
opportunities to drive revenue and offer value-added services to their clients. 

A capital markets CRM requires an active “security 
engine” to ensure compliance and no breach of 
private and public information. Users need the core 
coverage functionalities described above, as well as 
a security engine that offers both transparency and 
protection across the ethical wall.

Capital markets are a highly regulated industry. 
Other businesses that use a generic CRM can 
settle for a declarative security model that enforces 
access based on static structures such as roles, 
profiles and territories.

In capital markets, security is more real-time, 
dynamic and rule-based. It involves the automatic 
sharing or lock-down of data such as call reports, 
history and transactions based on rules that must 
be customizable.

A capital markets security engine offers many 
benefits that a standard CRM does not. Material 

non-public information (MNPI) is kept safe 
and never shared with teams not assigned to 
a specific coverage responsibility. Information, 
down to the record level, is visible only to 
permissioned members of a coverage team.

Many capital markets firms look to have a single 
client database and CRM system that spans both 
sides of the ethical wall: markets and banking. 
The security engine must automatically enforce 
access to MNPI from markets-side users.

3. A sophisticated capital markets security engine  
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Flexibility and modularity are also critical. While capital markets concepts are remarkably consistent for firms in 
the industry, a CRM product for capital markets must be adaptable and customizable.

Often, firms face the question of whether to buy a system or build one themselves. Fortunately, the top fintech 
providers offer the best of both—a robust out-of-the-box solution with the option for additional customization.

A successful CRM for the capital markets industry requires features that extend beyond the capabilities of a 
generic CRM, based on the fundamental differences of workflow, coverage and security. It’s more than just 
a CRM.

To learn more about how to unlock your capital markets CRM potential, contact Tier1 today at sales@tier1fin.com. 

ABOUT TIER1

Tier1 Financial Solutions is a leader in client relationship management software for capital markets and investment banking. We empower our clients 
to create sales opportunities and maximize client interactions while increasing productivity and reducing relationship risk. Trusted by nearly 20,000 
CRM users worldwide, Tier1 delivers workflow-optimized experiences, prompted insights and a centralized view of client interactions that drive 
revenue-generating engagements – all on a capital markets grade security engine.  Serving the unique needs of Research, Sales & Trading, Corporate 
& Investment Banking, and Investment Management professionals, we advance client relationships and workflows with data-driven insights across 
desktop and mobile devices, empowering collaboration, transparency and communication.  Visit us at www.tier1fin.com.

Capital Markets Security Engine


